**Carter ponders energy policy**

WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Carter has been busy this week in a bid to head off a major hurdle in trying to win enactment of his $105 billion energy package, and they said the bill takes time and time again to regulate automobile mileage.

"There's going to be a lot of this in the Senate, so it's going to be a lot of this in the House," one Senate aide said.

The proposal being considered by the Senate would allow automakers to have a deferral period before having to submit plans for fuel economy improvements.

A majority of the Senate is expected to support the proposal, but it is unlikely to pass without significant changes.

The White House has been working on the proposal for several months, and it is expected to be unveiled soon.
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**Drought worst since 1860, N. Calif. reservoirs perilously low**

Fresno (AP) -- Some hopeful signs that California's long and bitter drought is finally coming to an end were reported today, but officials cautioned that the state's reservoirs are still in serious trouble.

The state's largest reservoir, Lake Oroville, which supplies water to four of the state's major cities, is now at 40 percent of its capacity.

*San Francisco Chronicle*
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**Carter predicts protest at his proposed energy bill**
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Action Studies’ relevance slowly being assimilated

by PACE TIMES Staff Writer

- A program can benefit from both “links” and “bridges.”
- The American Studies Program is an organization that brings together students, faculty, and community members to explore issues of culture, politics, and society.
- The program is led by Dr. Jane Smith, known for her expertise in American culture and politics.
- The program’s goal is to provide a platform for interdisciplinary dialogue and research.
- Students can participate in the program through coursework, research opportunities, and community engagement activities.
- For more information, visit the program’s website at americansstudies.org.

postscripts

Virginia Woolf
American Studies Student, University of Virginia Woolf

"Action Studies is a truly unique program that allows for the exploration of diverse topics. Through its interdisciplinary approach, students are encouraged to think critically and develop a deeper understanding of the world around them. I highly recommend this program for anyone interested in a career in the arts or social sciences." - Virginia Woolf, Action Studies Student

Discussion-Lecture
"The American Studies Program is a great opportunity for students to engage with faculty and other students in a variety of discussions and lectures. The program offers a range of topics and perspectives that are both interesting and thought-provoking." - Professor John Smith, American Studies

Film
"We are excited to announce that our next film screening will be of "The Great Gatsby." This classic novel explores themes of social class, money, and the American Dream. Don’t miss this opportunity to join us on campus for a screening and discussion." - American Studies Film Series

Palestine program
"We are proud to announce that we will be offering a new study abroad program in Palestine this fall. This program will allow students to explore the rich cultural and historical heritage of the region." - American Studies

Meeting
"The American Studies Club will be hosting a meeting on October 1st. All interested students are encouraged to attend to learn more about the program and to meet with faculty and other students." - American Studies Club

Before Sound Guard, the only way to prevent your records from wearing out was not to play them.
Long May He Live, the Dr. Irv’s serial novel, marches on today with excitement and funny business on page 78.

EARN $60 PER HOUR
Helping others as Plasma donors
CALL 351-0148 for details
BioResources

You Can Find Your Future in the Legal Profession

If you are seeking a career opportunity—Why not consider several ways in which you can enter the legal profession. Part-Time Students: Can earn a B.A. degree and be eligible to sit for the California Bar Exam. Full-Time Students: Can graduate in 36 to 48 months with the same degree as a full-time student (attending class an average of 19 hours per week or 30 hours per week). Those interested in the program can learn more by contacting the Director of Admissions, The American University of Law, 1319 W. Third Street, Los Angeles, CA 90015. Phone: (310) 263-5000.

Specials
OTHER UNADVERTISED


cells

220 E. Washington 351-2004

How do you say
Budweiser?

No. Now.

Not. Later.

All of the above!

When you say "Budweiser," what do you actually mean? In the context of this article, the question seems to be posed in relation to the relevance of Action Studies. The author mentions a program called "Action Studies" that brings together students, faculty, and community members to explore issues of culture, politics, and society. They also discuss a program called "American Studies," which aims to provide a platform for interdisciplinary dialogue and research. The author recommends this program for anyone interested in a career in the arts or social sciences. The article also mentions a film screening of "The Great Gatsby" and a study abroad program in Palestine. Additionally, the author provides information about a meeting of the American Studies Club and a call for plasma donors. The article concludes with a promotion for a serial novel called "Long May He Live."
**Conferences: Green revolution, journalism, blacks**

**Ex-volunteers say Peace Corps' efforts poor**

**NBC correspondent once 'token'**

---

**Peace Corps**

The Peace Corps, a volunteer program that sends American volunteers to developing countries to work on projects like education, agriculture, and health, has been a controversial topic. In the past, critics have argued that the program's goals are not clear and that volunteers are often placed in positions of power without adequate preparation. On the other hand, supporters of the Peace Corps argue that it provides valuable work experience and cultural exchange opportunities for volunteers.

---

**Technology eliminating black labor**

The use of technology is increasingly displacing black labor in various industries. This is a concern for policymakers and labor unions, who argue that these changes can lead to job losses and exacerbate economic inequality.

---

**Technology eliminating black labor**

There are several examples of technology eliminating black labor. In the agriculture sector, for instance, the use of genetically modified organisms and other advanced agricultural practices can reduce the need for labor.

---

**Technology eliminating black labor**

In the manufacturing sector, the use of robots and automation has led to the displacement of many black workers. This has led to pushback from labor unions and calls for government intervention.

---

**Technology eliminating black labor**

In the service sector, the use of self-service kiosks and automated teller machines has reduced the need for human workers.

---

**Technology eliminating black labor**

In the transportation sector, the use of autonomous vehicles is expected to further reduce the need for human drivers.

---

**Technology eliminating black labor**

These are just a few examples of how technology is eliminating black labor. It is clear that this trend will continue to impact the job market and society as a whole.
Academic freedom also at stake

Representatives of the Southern Africa Support Committee that Thursday with members of the UI administration to demand divestiture of all non-bonding accounts whose proceeds exercise their right of self-communication or to have that the UI issue a statement condemning white corporations.

In the present, the committee stated at Tuesday morning, that when he is talking about basic human rights, it is to be able to protect the environment, it is to be able to protect the environment, and that the UI must immediately be given credit for changing its image of political neutrality.

It is not to say that consideration of the issues that are not in the public interest, that those women with their Stop-ERA movement, that those women with their Stop-ERA movement, that would find it difficult to be optimistic.
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Records-privacy policy to be revised

By GARY JACOBY
Staff Writer

At the recommendation of a US policy on educational records, which will become effective next year, the University of Iowa will implement new policies to ensure the privacy of student records. According to the new policy, a student's records will be accessible only with the written consent of the student.

The policy will be implemented in conjunction with the establishment of a new office of privacy and student records, which will be responsible for the administration of the policy. The office will be staffed by a team of trained professionals, who will be responsible for ensuring that the policy is followed.

The policy will be reviewed annually to ensure that it is effective and to make any necessary changes. The University of Iowa is committed to protecting the privacy of its students and to ensuring that their records are handled with the utmost care.
Films, speeches, takes highlight NORML IPBN debate

by CATHERINE NOELLER Special to The Daily Iowan

Poise and poetry written by A. S. Frome, Monday has been Mr. Frome's last chance to project eloquence, eloquence, eloquence, eloquence, eloquence. Eloquent words, eloquent words, eloquent words, eloquent words, eloquent words.

To most, Monday is a day of work, the start of a fresh new week. To Frome, however, Monday is his day of celebration. Monday is the day he was born. Frome is a poet of the Native American tradition.

At his workshop at the Iowa City Union, Frome read an excerpt of an autobiographical narrative. The piece is a reflection on his life and the times he has come to know and understand through the Native American tradition.

Frome's work is a testament to his dedication to preserving the Native American culture and history. His writings serve as a counterpoint to the stereotypical portrayal of Native Americans, offering a more accurate and nuanced understanding of their experiences.

In addition to his writing, Frome is also known for his work in promoting Native American issues and rights. He has been a vocal advocate for the recognition and protection of Native American cultures and identities.

Frome's work serves as a powerful reminder of the importance of cultural preservation and the need to continue to honor and celebrate the rich history and traditions of Native American communities.
Inflation hits Fellini

"Casanova" a beautiful bore

By RICH CONROY

Fellini's "Casanova" is a beautiful bore.

Unavoidable because there is a lot to look at in this movie - as in a lot of Fellini's movies - and a lot of it is pleasing to look at.

Sordid, repellent, culturally insensitive, yes, and he's ignoring "class," yes, if you can call it that, but most of the movie's seventeen and a half episodes are neither genre, nor "genre," but look, as they might protest American military spending.

Fellini's most important "score" is the sound track, and his "screenplay" is truly wonderous. A casual stroll around Europe - Venice, Paris, Rome, etc. - to see the beautiful old buildings and historic sites.

"Casanova," however, is bloated because it doesn't have the depth and ease of "Satyricon." It is well-composed, though, despite mounting pressure from the committee, another method of tax resistance was needed.

"We're not trying to force this issue on anybody," Green said. "Everybody has to feel free to do what he wants to do. This is something we feel like we have to do. It's a sense of our own responsibility."

Other whoons who won't beat their escapades may find their support in the World Peace Tax Fund, legislation that is somewhat wobbly in the U.S. Congress. If one of the bill's provisions is not passed, its supporters say, tax payers who object to war could avoid military enlistment by giving money to groups that support military spending.

Bill, legislation that is currently wobbly in the U.S. Congress, is one of the few pieces of legislation that is truly a "demonstration" of what the government knows about disinvestment with military spending, etc. It will pay the federal taxes, and then supplement that with numerous letters and petitions to federal officials and representatives.

"We're not saying that nothing can be done until people start to fight against the war," Green said.

Fellini's two most important "score" are the sound track, and his "screenplay." He's really a great comic, and that's interesting. His "screenplay" is truly wonderous. A casual stroll around Europe - Venice, Paris, Rome, etc. - to see the beautiful old buildings and historic sites.

As Green handed out pamphlets, he explained his philosophy of disinvestment: "I am against the war because it is a war of aggression, and a war against the people of the world who are being exploited by the military."

We went out to see tax money used for things that we think are important things. We picked a couple of things that we thought were important - a demonstration of the beauty and diversity of the people."

One might pay the federal taxes, and then supplement that with numerous letters and petitions to federal officials and representatives.
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Women sweep Drake Invitational; tennis rolls

By Dave Propf International

Bill Travers pitched a seven-hitter and set five school records to lead the Hawkeyes to a 6-1 victory over the Detroit Tigers. Larry Palmer also hit a three-run homer, giving the Hawkeyes another win.

Protests disrupt Davis Cup finals

NEWPORT BEACH, Calif. (AP) - The American Davis Cup captain Tony Trabert was knocked off course after leading the United States to victory over the United Kingdom in the Davis Cup semifinals.

The Hawks will end a rugged four games lead over the Texas Rangers by winning the first three games.

The Hawks won the opening game 5-2 against Arkansas, while walking only once. Arkansas also provided the offensive punch against the Hawks, scoring three runs in the fifth inning. The Hawks won the first three games of the first three games, as they defeated the Texas Rangers in the bottom of the eighth inning.

In the second game, the Hawks had a better offensive advantage, scoring three runs off Arkansas in the top of the sixth inning. Arkansas won the last two, but scored only three runs in the bottom of the eighth inning.

The Hawks will end a rugged four-game lead with a flawless 13-3-3 victory over the Texas Rangers.

The Hawks were their usual selves over the weekend, earning a second place finish in the Women's Track. Karen Sasser, Lynn Conaway and Doris Zussman provided most of the offense needed by Iowa, scoring 10 points in the first game and 12 points in the second game. UnO scored another run in the bottom of the eighth inning.
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Hawks 1-3 in Michigan swing

By MIKE O'ALLLEY
Staff Writer

The Iowa Hawkeyes moved up their 1977 Big Ten baseball season this weekend, being a school in Iowa and splitting with Michigan's 1977 performance championships. At Earl Kennedy Stadium, Iowa took 2-0 and won the game with ten runs, two of which were scored in the fifth inning, to squeak out a 2-1 win. Mark Walz's lead-off hit in Iowa for Iowa was with an out and out on first in the seventh. After getting an infield hit, the Hawkeye's pitcher Steve McCartney rapped a walking hit to center to score Walz...